Coming Up . . .

The varsity squad menu Washington tonight on the Tech court seeking for their first intercollegiate dual win. At 7:30 play begins to determine whether the Beavers will be able to reverse their 6-3 drubbing at Dartmouth. Varsity swimming comes back to M.I.T. as the team also take on Washington tonight at the Alumni pool, Beaver swimmers are assured of at least one event—that the 7:30 match will produce a showdown considerably better than the debacle at Ambertown.

The fresh men open their meet at the pool against Dean Jr. College tomorrow at 2:00. Promotional reports indicate the 8 men have a strong squad with good potential.

Basketball fans at the Institute will have another chance to see the sensational freshmen forwards when they meet Easter Academy tomorrow at 9:30. The youngsters have been the surprise of the year in Tech sports. They've above tremendous offensive ability in their two triumphs. A real whiz-ding in the cage tomorrow . . .

Tech's rite team opens its season with a match tomorrow at Harvard. Annually a powerhouse, the Beavers will run up against another potentially strong outfit . . .

M.I.T.'s rinkmen try to move over the winning side of the ledger to-night at the Garden in a game against M.I.T.'s rinkmen try to move over.

Let's face it, intramural sports, more than anything else in the Institute are run off, for and by the student body. The varsity program and athletic classes run by the Institute because the administration, to some extent, demands that the students participate therein. Intramural sports, on the other hand, exist only because the students want them. Without this desire the program should fold. The program is not only something for the students to use, it is their responsibility. It doesn't seem that this fact is fully appreciated.

Let's take the case of the one fraternity on campus, to give some idea of a not prevalent, but all too present, a real battlefield of the year in Tech sports.

As football fades slowly in the East, basketball assumes more and more of the intramural spotlight. By this time most of the wheat has been separated from the chaff and it has become fairly apparent which teams will find their way into the final. This isn't the only thing that the season so far has brought out. It has also focused attention on some serious faults about student attitude toward intramural sports.
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